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What Stops CEOs & Executive Leaders From Improving?
By: Reginald Winston is CEO of R. J. Winston Consulting
There have been countless studies & articles offering conjecture on the ever increasing failure & turn-over rates
of today’s CEOs and Executive leaders. So why then, with so much riding on their leadership, do we not provide
them with the skills and tools they need to survive? Do we assume that, by virtue of their position and title they
must be “the best”; i.e., perfect and in no need of improvement? No one bats an eye when an athlete utilizes a
expert coach to increase their success in a chosen sport.
So why is professional Executive Coaching different? For many, it is perception of what coaching actually
provides and insinuates. While utilizing an expert sport coach for an athlete is considered a wise decision and
obvious path to success; CEOs & Leaders who opt for Executive Coaching are often viewed as having a remedial
weakness that somehow diminishes their perceived abilities to lead and succeed.
The ironic twist to this commonly accepted misperception is that the vast majority of CEOs & Leaders would be
more than willing to utilize an Executive Coach. Douglas LaBier, in his article entitled: “Why CEOs Don’t Want
Executive Coaching”, sums up the real value of Executive Coaching and refutes the common negative
association with Executive Coaching services:
“Self-awareness is crucial to leadership and it can be heightened through coaching.
The higher up you go in companies, the more you’re dealing with psychological and relational issues.
Successful CEO leadership requires astuteness about others: their emotional and strategic personal
drivers; their self-interest, overt and covert. These relationship competencies rest on a foundation of selfknowledge, self-awareness. And you can’t know the truth about another without knowing it about
yourself.
Self-knowledge and the relational competencies they’re linked with are central to a CEO’s ability to
formulate, articulate and lead a strategic vision for a motivated, energized organization. Selfknowledge builds clarity about objectives; it fine-tunes one’s understanding the perspectives, values,
aims and personality traits of others. When that’s lacking, you often see discord and conflict among
members of the senior management team; or between some of its members and the CEO.”
Isn’t it time we throw out this antiquated, negative perception of CEOs & Leaders who have the foresight to
proactively guarantee their success? Be an informed leader…..investigate what Executive Coaching can do for
you.
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